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*At these points the following phrases (from the original MS) may be inserted:
ROMANZA*

Andante sostenuto (\(J = 60\))

* This movement may also be played by Violoncello or Bassoon. In this case certain passages must be played an 8\% higher as indicated.

† 8\% for Violoncello or Bassoon only
FINALE - RONDO ALLA TEDESCA

Allegro \( \text{d} = 150 \) \( \text{j} = 50 \)

\[
\text{Bass}
\]

\[
\text{ten}
\]

\[
\text{Strings}
\]

\[
\text{Cresc.}
\]

\[
\text{Loco}
\]

\[
\text{8va bassa...}
\]

\[
\text{p cantabile}
\]

\[
\text{ff}
\]

\[
\text{p}
\]
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